The Jessica Melton Perry Award for Distinguished Teaching in Disciplinary & Professional Writing ............................................ Prof. Elizabeth Damato
For teaching that has contributed to the development of student writing within academic and professional fields across the university.

Award presented by Professor William Siebenschuch, Chair of English
WRC Excellence in Consulting Award .................................................... Sarah Peirson
Honorable Mention ........................................................................... Dr. Paulette Goll, Sarah Rubin
For a Writing Resource Center consultant who provides outstanding writing instruction to students of the University and exemplary service to the WRC during the academic year.

Awards presented by Professor Christopher Flint, Director of Graduate Studies in English
Graduate Dean’s Instructional Excellence Award ................................ Danielle Nielsen (English) Cassandra Freudenrich (SAGES) Samiya Ilmudeen (SAGES)
For graduate students who demonstrate outstanding achievement in instruction.

Neil MacIntyre Memorial Prize ............................................................. Jamie L. McDaniel
For the best scholarly paper written by an English Department graduate student.

The Karl Lemmerman Award ................................................................. Hannah Thomas-Hollands
For the best paper by a first-year undergraduate student.

The Holden Prize ............................................................................. Nilani Thiagarajah
Second Prize ....................................................................................... Matt Halm
For the best English paper written by an upper-class undergraduate student.

The Charles E. Clemens Prize .............................................................. Margo Chervony
For talent and accomplishment in writing by an undergraduate student.

The Edith Garber Krotinger Prize ........................................................ Andrew Willson
For excellence in creative writing by an undergraduate student.

The Eleanor Leuser Prize ................................................................. Kristen Bowhers
For outstanding writing for or about children by an undergraduate student enrolled in a creative writing course.

Awards presented by Bonnie Jacobson (WRC ‘81)
The Emily M. Hills Award ................................................................. Amanda Giffi
For the best poem or essay written by an undergraduate woman in the College of Arts and Sciences.

The Finley Foster/Emily M. Hills Poetry Awards ......................................................... Amanda Giffi
Second Prize ....................................................................................... Fatima Espiritu
Third Prize ....................................................................................... Alisa Cullison
For the best poem or group of poems by an undergraduate.

The Helen B. Sharnoff Award ................................................................. Paul Hay
For formal poetry submitted by undergraduate students.